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ABSTRACT
Objectives To investigate how the genetic
susceptibility gene DIO2 confers risk to osteoarthritis
(OA) onset in humans and to explore whether
counteracting the deleterious effect could contribute to
novel therapeutic approaches.
Methods Epigenetically regulated expression of DIO2
was explored by assessing methylation of positional
CpG-dinucleotides and the respective DIO2 expression in
OA-affected and macroscopically preserved articular
cartilage from end-stage OA patients. In a human in
vitro chondrogenesis model, we measured the effects
when thyroid signalling during culturing was either
enhanced (excess T3 or lentiviral induced DIO2
overexpression) or decreased (iopanoic acid).
Results OA-related changes in methylation at a specific
CpG dinucleotide upstream of DIO2 caused significant
upregulation of its expression (β=4.96; p=0.0016). This
effect was enhanced and appeared driven specifically by
DIO2 rs225014 risk allele carriers (β=5.58, p=0.0006).
During in vitro chondrogenesis, DIO2 overexpression
resulted in a significant reduced capacity of chondrocytes
to deposit extracellular matrix (ECM) components,
concurrent with significant induction of ECM degrading
enzymes (ADAMTS5, MMP13) and markers of
mineralisation (ALPL, COL1A1). Given their concurrent
and significant upregulation of expression, this process is
likely mediated via HIF-2α/RUNX2 signalling. In contrast,
we showed that inhibiting deiodinases during in vitro
chondrogenesis contributed to prolonged cartilage
homeostasis as reflected by significant increased
deposition of ECM components and attenuated
upregulation of matrix degrading enzymes.
Conclusions Our findings show how genetic variation
at DIO2 could confer risk to OA and raised the
possibility that counteracting thyroid signalling may be a
novel therapeutic approach.

INTRODUCTION
Osteoarthritis (OA) is a prevalent, complex, disab-
ling disease of articular joints, characterised by deg-
radation of articular cartilage and remodelling of
the subchondral bone. There is no effective therapy
to reverse or slow down the disease except for joint
replacement surgery at the end stage. As a result,
OA has a large detrimental impact on the quality of

life of the elderly and causes a major burden on
health and social care.1 To allow development of
new therapies, there is an ongoing need for insight
into the underlying mechanisms driving OA.
Genetic studies provided evidence that genes
orchestrating growth plate endochondral ossifica-
tion play a underlying role in common OA suscep-
tibility,2 hence functional follow-up approaches
require focus on both the early developmental and
late-acting effects of these OA genes. A notable
example is the deiodinase iodothyronine type 2
(D2) gene (DIO2) with the C-allele of the single
nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) rs225014 (fre-
quency ∼ 0.35) located in the coding region that
conferred consistent risk to OA.3 4 The gene
product of DIO2 is responsible for catalysing the
conversion of intracellular inactive thyroid
hormone (T4) to active thyroid hormone (T3). T3
subsequently signals terminal maturation of growth
plate chondrocytes leading to cell hypertrophy, car-
tilage matrix destruction mediated via upregulation
of hypoxia inducible factor-2α (HIF-2α) and
runt-related transcription factor-2 (RUNX2),5 6

mineralisation of the cartilage and eventually for-
mation of bone.7 There are striking parallels
between the chondrocyte signalling events that take
place in the growth plate and those of hypertrophic
chondrocytes in OA-affected articular cartilage.5

This has led to the hypothesis that with age and
environmental stresses the propensity of the highly
specialised, maturational arrested articular chondro-
cytes is affected by loss of epigenic control.
Progression of age and disease could result in
reactivation of genes involved in endochondral ossi-
fication, leading to loss and mineralisation of
articular cartilage, a process known to contribute to
OA.3 8–10 Functional genomic studies showed high
expression of DIO2 mRNA and D2 protein levels
in osteoarthritic as compared with healthy cartil-
age.5 11 12 Furthermore, DIO2 allelic imbalance
was assessed and showed that the OA risk allele ‘C’
was more abundantly present in articular joint
tissues than the wildtype allele ‘T’.11 In transgenic
rats, DIO2 overexpression conferred risk to articu-
lar cartilage destruction.13 The underlying mechan-
ism how the DIO2 SNP confers susceptibility to
OA in humans remains, however, to be
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determined,14 but most likely acts via aberrant upregulation of
its expression. The DIO2 locus in humans contains several puta-
tive CCCTC-binding factor (CTCF) binding sites, including one
that is overlapping with the rs225014 location.15 CTCF is con-
sidered to facilitate long-range chromatin interactions in order
to insulate gene expression, and distal transcriptional elements
on the genome are brought in close proximity to transcriptional
start sites (TSSs) of genes to inhibit expression.16

In the current study, we focus on regulatory mechanisms of
DIO2 expression in preserved and osteoarthritic human articu-
lar cartilage, thereby taking into account the DIO2 risk allele.
The direct effect of changes in DIO2 expression on chondrocyte
function and human cartilage extracellular matrix (ECM)
homeostasis is subsequently studied in human in vitro chondro-
genesis models, which should be considered a well-defined
system for studying changes in the ECM when chondrocytes dif-
ferentiate, become hypertrophic and start to exhibit cartilage-
debilitating expression patterns.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
The ongoing RAAK study is aimed at the biobanking of joint
materials (cartilage, bone and, where available, ligaments) and
mesenchymal stem cells and primary chondrocytes of patients in
the Leiden University Medical Center. In the current study, we
used paired preserved and OA-affected cartilage samples from
52 Caucasian end-stage OA patients undergoing joint replace-
ment surgery for primary OA (23 hips, 29 knees). For add-
itional details on the RAAK study, cell cultures, RNA and DNA
extraction, quantitative RT-PCR, ChIP and the data analysis, see
online supplemental methods.

Electrophoretic mobility shift assay
For electrophoretic mobility shift assays (EMSAs), synthetic oli-
gonucleotides containing the putative CTCF binding site were
50-end labelled by γ-32P-ATP and subsequently purified by gel fil-
tration on Sephadex G-25 Medium columns. For additional
details, see online supplemental methods.

Quantification of methylation
The methylated fraction of CpG dinucleotides was assessed with
MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry (Epityper, Sequenom), a com-
monly applied method to quantify CpG methylation.17–19 For
additional details, see online supplemental methods.

Lentiviral constructs and transduction
C-terminal FLAG-tagged cys-D2 (kindly provided by Prof.
Dr. Bianco20) was digested with EcoRI followed by Klenow
treatment and digestion with XbaI. Inserts were inserted into
the EcoRV-XbaI sites of the pLV-CMV-IRES-eGFP Lentiviral
backbone. For additional details, see online supplemental
methods.

In vitro chondrogenesis
3D pellets were formed using 2.5×105 human bone marrow-
derived mesenchymal stem cells (hBMSCs). Chondrogenesis was
initiated in serum-free chondrogenic differentiation medium.
From day 14 onwards, cell pellets were maintained either in the
standard chondrogenic differentiation medium or in the pres-
ence of T3 (10 nM) or IOP (10 μM). For additional details, see
online supplemental methods.

Relative pixel intensity
The relative pixel intensity was computed by loading the photos
into ImageJ (V.1.47).21–23 For additional details, see online sup-
plemental methods.

RESULTS
Epigenetic regulation of DIO2 expression by CpG
methylation in articular cartilage
Online available ChIP-seq data revealed multiple transcription
factors to bind the rs225014 locus of which CTCF was pre-
dicted to bind with the highest certainty (see online supplemen-
tary figure S1). To assess the regulatory properties of the CTCF
binding site overlapping rs225014 and to test whether the
rs225014 alleles directly affect the binding, we performed an
EMSA. The putative CTCF sequence overlapping rs225014
(DIO2-CTCF1) was found not functional nor, for that matter,
dependent of the rs225014 alleles (see online supplementary
figure S2, lanes 1–6).

As no further TFs were confidently predicted to bind the
rs225014 locus, we set out to elucidate putative regulatory mechan-
isms of DIO2, independent of the rs225014 base change. We, there-
fore, quantified expression of DIO2 and methylation of 23 CpG
dinucleotides across the DIO2 locus in macroscopically preserved
and OA-affected cartilage from joints of patients undergoing total
arthroplasty of the knee (N=29) or hip (N=23) (RAAK study; see
online supplementary table S1). We found borderline significant
upregulation of DIO2 expression (β=0.22, p=0.063, figure 1C) in
OA compared with preserved cartilage. Furthermore, we observed
several CpG dinucleotides to be differentially methylated between
preserved and OA-affected cartilage (see online supplementary table
S2). However, only for the CpG site 2031 base pairs upstream of the
DIO2 transcription start site (CpG-2031, figure 1A) we observed sig-
nificant differential methylation between OA and preserved cartilage
(β=0.028, p=0.0007, figure 1B) and a significant positive association
between methylation and DIO2 expression in all samples (β=4.959,
p=0.0016, figure 1D; see online supplementary table S2). To
confirm the regulatory properties of CpG-2031 onDIO2 expression,
we applied 5-aza-20-deoxycytidine (AZA), a demethylating agent, to
the culture medium in eight primary chondrocyte cultures derived
from preserved cartilage of total hip replacement patients. Addition
resulted in a decrease in methylation at CpG-2031 (p=0.003, figure
2A) corresponding to downregulation of DIO2 expression
(p=0.004, figure 2B). Having observed the association between
DIO2 expression and OA-associated methylation at CpG-2031, we
applied a multivariate model to assess the individual effects of
CpG-2031 methylation, joint site, sex, BMI, age and rs225014 alleles
on DIO2 expression in articular cartilage (see online supplementary
table S3). We could hereby ratify the association between increased
CpG-2031 methylation and DIO2 expression (β=4.008, p=0.019).
The most notable observation, however, was the significant independ-
ent association of rs225014 genotype on DIO2 expression
(β=0.557, p=0.0003), indicating additive effects of both genotype
and DNA methylation differences on DIO2 expression. This effect
appeared to be mainly driven by the risk allele. Upon stratification by
the rs225014 alleles, no significant differences were observed
between preserved and OA-affected cartilage among homozygous
carriers of the rs225014 wildtype allele T in methylation (β=0.018,
p=0.112, figure 1E) or expression (β=−0.017, p=0.929, figure 1F).
In carriers of the risk allele, however, an increase was observed in OA
cartilage compared with the preserved tissue, both in the difference
of CpG-2031 methylation (β=0.034, p=0.00002, figure 1H) and in
expression (β=0.35, p=0.012, figure 1I), concomitant with an
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Figure 1 A functional CpG dinucleotide (CpG-2031) significantly modulates DIO2 expression. (A) Schematic overview of the quantified CpG
dinucleotides in pooled preserved and paired osteoarthritis (OA)-affected samples across the DIO2 locus. (B) Methylation between preserved and
OA-affected samples for CpG dinucleotide located 2031 base pairs upstream (CpG-2031) of the DIO2 transcriptional start site (TSS) (GLMM, N=103,
β=0.028, p=0.001, Bonferroni adjusted; see also online supplementary table S2). (C) Real-time qRT-PCR data of DIO2 expression between preserved
and OA-affected cartilage (GLMM, N=87, β=0.22, p=0.063). (D) Association between methylation at CpG-2031 and DIO2 expression (GLMM, N=87,
β=4.959, p=0.002, Bonferroni adjusted for 23 CpG sites tested). (E) Methylation between preserved and OA-affected cartilage for CpG-2031 among
homozygous rs225014 wildtype allele carriers (GLMM, N=44, β=0.018, p=0.112). (F) Real-time qRT-PCR data of DIO2 expression between preserved
and OA-affected cartilage among homozygous rs225014 wildtype allele carriers (GLMM, N=36, β=−0.017, p=0.929). (G) Association between
methylation at CpG-2031 and DIO2 expression among homozygous rs225014 wildtype allele carriers (GLMM, N=36, β=3.863, p=0.050).
(H) Methylation between preserved and OA-affected cartilage for CpG-2031 among the heterozygous and homozygous carriers of the rs225014 risk
allele (GLMM, N=59, β=0.034, p=0.00002). (I) Real-time qRT-PCR data of DIO2 expression between preserved and OA-affected cartilage among
rs225014 risk allele carriers (GLMM, N=51, β=0.35, p=0.012). ( J) Association between methylation at CpG-2031 and DIO2 expression among
rs225014 risk allele carriers (GLMM, N=51, β=5.58, p=0.0006). *p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p< 0.001. OA, osteoarthritic cartilage; P, preserved cartilage.
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increased association between methylation and expression (β=6.816,
p=0.00001, figure 1J). As expected, this association between expres-
sion and methylation was much smaller among homozygous wildtype
allele carriers (β=3.863, p=0.050, figure 1G).

DIO2 effects on in vitro chondrogenesis; DIO2
overexpression
To assess the direct effect of DIO2 upregulation upon cartilage
matrix homeostasis, we examined in vitro chondrogenesis of
hBMSCs in a pellet culture for five consecutive weeks and gen-
erated lentiviral-mediated overexpression of DIO2 (figure 3A
and online supplementary figure S3). As a result, we observed a
greatly reduced expression of genes encoding the main proteins
of articular cartilage ECM, COL2A1, ACAN and COL10A1 by
reverse transcriptase qPCR (p<0.0001; figure 3A). In parallel,
we observed profound and significant upregulated gene expres-
sion of the OA markers of hypertrophy and ECM breakdown
ADAMTS5, MMP13, RUNX2 and EPAS1 (encoding HIF-2α)
from 3 weeks onwards (p<0.05, figure 3A). Histology con-
firmed a reduced deposition of glycosaminoglycans (GAGs)
(figure 3B,C). Although we did not have data to apply proper
statistics to produce a significant number, pixel intensity mea-
surements of the pictures reproduced as in figure 3B,C showed
us a 35% difference after 35 days between control and DIO2
overexpressing pellets, concurrent with visual lower collagen
type II (COL2) and collagen type X (COL10) protein expression
by immunohistochemical staining at consecutive weeks com-
pared with controls (figure 3D–G).

DIO2 effects on in vitro chondrogenesis; thyroid hormone
signalling
To explore whether the effects of DIO2 overexpression are due to
enhanced thyroid signalling, we examined in vitro chondrogenesis
of hBMSCs from five different donors (see online supplementary
table S4) in pellet cultures for seven consecutive weeks (see online
supplementary figure S4) while adding active T3 to the chondro-
genic medium from two weeks onwards (figure 4A–F). Excess T3
resulted in a significant, progressive reduction in pellet sizes com-
pared with controls, at consecutive weeks of culturing (p<0.05,
figure 4G). Respective expression analyses showed a reduced
expression of the ECM genes ACAN and COL2A1 (figure 4J),
although the downregulation of COL2A1 appeared not statistically
significant. Assessing the chondrogenic potential by measuring the
ratio between COL2A1 and COL1A1 expression showed a

dramatic effect on the chondrogenic effect of the cell system upon
addition of T3 (figure 4I). Moreover, the OA markers of hyper-
trophy and ECM breakdown genes ADAMTS5, RUNX2 and
EPAS1 were consistently upregulated from 3 weeks of treatment
onwards across the donor cultures (p<0.05, figure 4J). The differ-
ences in mean expression of MMP13 between controls and
T3-treated cells across the donors at consecutive time points were
not significant. Immunohistochemical studies contributed to the
confirmation that excess T3 resulted in a reduced expression of
COL2 (figure 4C,D) and COL10 (figure 4E,F) and a pronounced
reduction of GAGs (figure 4A,B) as reflected by the reduced
Alcian blue staining at consecutive time points with an overall
mean decrease of 35% (p=0.0002) as measured by the quantita-
tive pixel intensities (figure 4H).

Pharmacological inhibition of D2
To investigate whether thyroid signalling blockade attenuates the
detrimental effect on cartilage matrix homeostasis, pellet cul-
tures were treated with the pharmacological deiodinase inhibitor
iopanoic acid (IOP) during in vitro chondrogenesis of hBMSCs
of the five donors. Quantification of surface areas indicated
increasing sizes at consecutive time points in the IOP-treated
pellets comparable to non-treated, control pellets (figure 5G).
Respective expression analyses showed a significantly increased
expression of the ECM genes ACAN, COL2A1 and COL10A1
after 3 weeks of treatment (p<0.01, figure 5J), whereas the OA
markers of hypertrophy and ECM breakdown genes ADAMTS5,
RUNX2 and EPAS1 were similar to control cultures (figure 5J).
Furthermore, we found no significant difference in chondro-
genic potential between control and IOP-treated pellets when
assessing the ratio between COL2A1 and COL1A1 expression
(figure 5I). Following these expression patterns, histological ana-
lysis of matrix components showed slightly higher levels of
COL2 and COL10 staining (figure 5C–F) and higher levels of
GAGs as reflected by a significant 4% increase in Alcian blue
staining at week 5 of treatment (p=0.018; figure 5A,B and H).
Of note is the denser cartilage matrix structure with less cellular
lacunae at week 5 of treatment in cells treated with IOP com-
pared with controls (figure 5A). By discriminating ‘cartilage’
from the ‘lacunae’ using the ImageJ data, we could show that
administration of IOP resulted in a 10.92% decrease of lacunae
(p=4.27×10−5) on day 35 of treatment.

Figure 2 Methylation regulates DIO2 expression in articular cartilage. Each pair of bars reflects a unique donor cell culture, derived from total hip
replacement patients. (A) Methylation at dinucleotide CpG-2031 without treatment (Control) and after treatment with 1.5 mM of the demethylating
agent 5-aza-2-deoxycytidine (AZA). (B) Real-time qRT-PCR data of DIO2 expression without treatment and after AZA treatment.
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DISCUSSION
In the current study, we provided insights into how genetic vari-
ation at the DIO2 locus confers risk to OA. As a result of
OA-related changes in articular cartilage, loss of epigenetic silen-
cing results in upregulation of DIO2 expression among DIO2
rs225014 risk allele carriers (figures 1 and 2). By applying an in
vitro chondrogenesis model with genetically modified hBMSC,
it was subsequently shown that genetic upregulation of DIO2
expression resulted in a marked reduction of the capacity of
chondrocytes to deposit ECM components, concurrent with
induction of OA-specific markers of cartilage matrix degener-
ation (ADAMTS5 and MMP13) and mineralisation (ALPL)
(figure 3). Given their concurrent upregulation, this process is
likely mediated via HIF-2α/RUNX2 signalling, a hallmark of the
OA disease process.6 24–26 Moreover, we show that the detri-
mental effects of DIO2 upregulation are a result of increased T3
synthesis as reflected by the identical results when adding T3 to
the culture medium (figure 4). Given that the effects observed
in both treatments are very similar and the fact that the specific
downstream effect of D2 action is the conversion of inactive T4
to active T3, we are confident that the reported effects in both
experiments are reflecting the same mechanism, although we
did not directly assess the levels of the trace element T3 in our
in vitro chondrogenesis model. Together our data are in line
with our previous observations that carriers of the DIO2 risk
allele are prone to improper endochondral ossification and
respective skeletal morphogenesis that could result in subtle mal-
formations of joints or articular cartilage ECM composition.27

In contrast, we showed that inhibiting deiodinases by addition
of IOP contributed to prolonged ‘healthy’ cartilage homeostasis

by virtue of attenuated upregulation of matrix degrading
enzymes, a constant COL2A1/COL1A1 ratio, denser cartilage
matrix structure with significant less cellular lacunae, which
indicates a reduced propensity of chondrocytes to enter the ter-
minal maturational process (figure 5). In view of these findings,
we advocate that attenuation of thyroid signalling by, for
example, inhibiting deiodinases could contribute to novel thera-
peutic options of OA or could improve outcomes of cartilage
tissue-engineering approaches. Nevertheless, given that T3 has
many and various biological functions, both in the circulation
and in a tissue-specific manner, local administration of a
thyroid-blocking agent is likely necessary and a challenging
aspect. Furthermore, the effect of, for example, IOP on other
joint tissues (eg, ligament and synovium) requires investigation.
It should be noted that IOP is a general inhibitor of deiodinases
and as such could have also inhibited D1 and D3 action. In this
respect, expression of DIO1, being important mainly in the cir-
culation, is likely absent in cartilage tissues. Furthermore, by
inhibiting D3, we prevented the conversion of active T3 to
inactive T4, thereby ruling out the effect of T3 depletion due to
inactive D2. Despite the beneficial effects of IOP, we observed
upregulation of COL10 similar to control cultures reflecting the
normal initiation of chondrocyte hypertrophy (figure 5J). Vice
versa, we showed that upon addition of T3 chondrocytes dir-
ectly enter the terminal maturational process towards bone, as
reflected by the upregulation of enzymatic breakdown
(ADAMTS5) and mineralisation (ALPL, COL1A1), this without
significant induction of COL10 deposition (figure 4E,F).
Together, these data indicate that chondrocyte hypertrophy in
our model was not necessarily detrimental to cartilage

Figure 3 Overexpressing DIO2 has a detrimental effect on cartilage extracellular matrix homeostasis. (A) qRT-PCR analysis of DIO2, COL2A1,
ACAN, COL10A1, RUNX2, EPAS1, MMP13, ADAMTS5 and ALPL at 21 and 35 days of treatment in the chondrogenic human bone marrow-derived
stem cells (hBMSC) transduced with respectively control vector (eGFP) and DIO2 (DIO2_eGFP; see online supplementary figure S3). (B–G) Sections
comparing control (top) and DIO2 overexpressing (bottom) chondrogenic hBMSC pellets at 21 and 35 days of treatment. (B, C) Alcian blue staining.
(D, E) Immunohistochemical staining of collagen type II. (F, G) Immunohistochemical staining of collagen type X. (B, D and F) Scale bar, 400 μm.
(C, E and G) Scale bar, 100 μm. The expression levels were arbitrarily defined as ‘1’ in the pellets grown under control conditions (white), and data
from the pellets overexpressing DIO2 (black) are given as mean±SEM. *p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001. SEM<0.05 are not distinguishable in the
figure.
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homeostasis in contrast to DIO2 upregulation. Our data, there-
fore, indicate that upregulation of DIO2 does not affect the
‘early’ hypertrophic expression of COL10A1 but induces the
later ‘progression stage’ marker MMP13, and the ‘late stage’
markers ALPL and COL1A1.28 In our model, we used the
expression of EPAS1 and RUNX2 to show downstream effects
of upregulation of DIO2 and observed a significant positive
association between T3 and EPAS1. Although such an

observation based on association does not imply a direct causal
relationship, recent data of Chatonnet et al,29 showed, in a
ChIP-seq analysis in mouse C17.2 neural progenitor cells, that
EPAS1 harbours specific thyroid hormone nuclear receptor
(THR) binding sites and is directly reactive to thyroid hormone.
In view of these data, we advocate that active thyroid hormone,
likely by local DIO2 action, could have an important impact on
EPAS1 upregulation during the pathophysiology of OA.

Figure 4 Thyroid hormone is believed to be a key regulator in human cartilage development. (A–F) Sections of a representative donor (see online
supplementary figure S4) comparing control (top) and T3-treated (bottom) chondrogenic human bone marrow-derived stem cell (hBMSC) pellets at
7, 21 and 35 days of treatment. (A, B) Alcian blue staining. (C, D) Immunohistochemical staining of collagen type II. (E, F) Immunohistochemical
staining of collagen type X. (A, C and E) Scale bar, 400 μm. (B, D and F) Scale bar, 100 μm. (G) Mean surface area measurements at 7, 21 and
35 days of treatment with N=3 donors in each group. (H) Mean quantitative pixel-intensity measurements (see online supplementary figure S5) at 7,
21 and 35 days of treatment with N=5 donors in each group. (I) Log2 ratio of COL2A1 and COL1A1 with N=5 donors in each group. ( J) Mean
real-time qRT-PCR analysis of COL2A1, ACAN, COL10A1, COL1A1, ALPL, ADAMTS5 MMP13, RUNX2 and EPAS1 at 7, 21 and 35 days of treatment
in chondrogenic hBMSCs of N=5 donors in each group. The surface area measurement, pixel intensities and level of expression were arbitrarily
defined as ‘1’ in the pellets grown under control conditions (white) and the data from the pellets grown in the addition of excess T3 (black) are
given as mean±SEM. *p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001. SEM<0.05 are not distinguishable in the figure.
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Additional studies are, however, necessary to elucidate whether
T3 is directly affecting expression of EPAS1, or RUNX2 for that
matter, by binding to a positional thyroid receptor in humans.

Despite the fact that the direction of gene expression changes
of COL2A1 and MMP13 upon addition of T3 to the culture
media appeared consistent with our overall results (figure 4J),
the mean differences in expression were not statistically signifi-
cant across the donors. Most likely this was the result of the

considerable heterogeneity in the differential gene expression
patterns of these specific genes across donors, especially with
respect to timing the respective downregulation and upregula-
tion at consecutive time points (see online supplementary figure
S4), a phenomenon generally recognised in the in vitro chon-
drogenesis models of primary hBMSCs.30

We detected several CpG dinucleotides across the DIO2 locus
that were differentially methylated between preserved and

Figure 5 Counteracting thyroid signalling by inhibiting deiodinases in human cartilage development. (A–F) Sections of a representative donor (see
online supplementary figure S4) comparing control (top) and IOP-treated (bottom) chondrogenic human bone marrow-derived stem cell (hBMSC)
pellets at 7, 21 and 35 days of treatment. (A, B) Alcian blue staining. (C, D) Immunohistochemical staining of collagen type II. (E, F)
Immunohistochemical staining of collagen type X. (A, C and E) Scale bar, 400 μm. (B, D and F) Scale bar, 100 μm. (G) Mean surface area
measurements at 7, 21 and 35 days of treatment with N=3 donors in each group. (H) Mean quantitative pixel-intensity measurements (see online
supplementary figure S5) at 7, 21 and 35 days of treatment with N=5 donors in each group. (I) Log2 ratio of COL2A1 and COL1A1 with N=5 donors
in each group. ( J) Mean real-time qRT-PCR analysis of COL2A1, ACAN, COL10A1, COL1A1, ALPL, ADAMTS5 MMP13, RUNX2 and EPAS1 at 7, 21
and 35 days of treatment in chondrogenic hBMSCs of N=5 donors in each group. The surface area measurement, pixel intensities and level of
expression were arbitrarily defined as ‘1’ in the pellets grown under control conditions (white) and the data from the pellets grown in the addition
of IOP (grey) are given as mean±SEM. *p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001. SEM<0.05 are not distinguishable in the figure.
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OA-affected cartilage. Although we have only verified their
functionality with respect to DIO2 expression, we cannot
exclude that methylation at these sites regulates expression of
more distal genes. We found a consistent positive correlation
between methylation at CpG-2031 and DIO2 expression in
articular cartilage among carriers of the rs225014 risk allele,
which may not comply with the conventional inverse relation
between CpG methylation and gene expression. However, in
recent genome-wide approaches, it has been recognised that this
conventional relation primarily holds among CpG dinucleotides
residing in CpG islands and proximal promoters, whereas gene
body and distal enhancer methylation, as is the case for
CpG-2031, has been shown to correlate in either direction with
gene expression.31–33

With respect to our observations of DIO2 expression in pre-
served and osteoarthritic cartilage, it should be noted that, in
contrast to previously reported high upregulation of DIO2
expression in osteoarthritic compared with healthy cartilage,5 11

we showed a moderate upregulation in osteoarthritic compared
with preserved cartilage of the same joint only among carriers
of the rs225014 risk allele (figure 1I). This difference suggests
that upregulation of DIO2 expression may be an early event in
OA pathophysiology and might be set to continue progressively
among rs225014 risk allele carriers.

We were unable to validate the functionality of a putative CTCF
binding site directly at the rs225014 locus nor for that matter the
causality of the previously assessed consistent allelic imbalance.11

Possibly, the rs225014 SNP affects three-dimensional chromatin
conformations underlying the relation between the rs225014
tagged allelic imbalance and methylation-dependent upregulation
ofDIO2 among rs225014 riskallele carriers.

In conclusion, our data provide evidence in humans that
genetic predisposition combined with early OA-related changes
results in loss of epigenetic silencing of DIO2, which likely
induces EPAS1 and RUNX2 mediated upregulation of cartilage
matrix degrading enzymes (ADAMTS5 and MMP13) and min-
eralisation of matrix (ALPL and COL1A1), thereby driving the
OA process most distinctly among DIO2 risk allele carriers.
Furthermore, our data show that counteracting the thyroid sig-
nalling by inhibiting deiodinases could contribute to needed
novel therapeutic approaches of OA.
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 1 

SUPPLEMENTAL METHODS: 1 

 2 

RAAK study subjects 3 

The ongoing RAAK study is approved by the ethical committee of the LUMC (P08.239) and 4 

is aimed at the bio-banking of joint materials (cartilage, bone and where available ligaments) 5 

and mesenchymal stem cells (hip joints only) and primary chondrocytes of patients and 6 

controls in the Leiden University Medical Center and collaborating outpatient clinics in the 7 

Leiden area. Informed consent was obtained from each patient. In the current study we used 8 

paired preserved and OA affected cartilage samples from 52 Caucasian end stage OA patients 9 

undergoing joint replacement surgery for primary OA (23 hips, 29 knees) in the Leiden 10 

University Medical Centre (Table S1). At the moment of collection (within 2 hours following 11 

surgery) tissue was washed extensively with phosphate buffered saline (PBS) to decrease the 12 

risk of contamination by blood, and cartilage was collected of the weight-baring area of the 13 

joint. Initial classification of cartilage was performed macroscopically and collected 14 

separately as OA affected or preserved regions. Classification was done according to 15 

predefined features for OA related damage based on color/whiteness of the cartilage, based 16 

on surface integrity as determined by visible fibrillation/crack formation, and based on depth 17 

and hardness of the cartilage upon sampling with a scalpel. During collection with a scalpel, 18 

care was taken to avoid contamination with bone or synovium. Collected cartilage was snap 19 

frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at -80°C prior to RNA extraction. We histologically 20 

assessed cartilage samples with the modified Mankin scoring system. 21 

 22 

Nucleic acid isolation and genotyping 23 

Snap frozen cartilage was powderized using a Retsch Mixer Mill 200 with continuous liquid 24 

nitrogen cooling. DNA was isolated using the Promega Wizard Genomic DNA Purification 25 



 2 

kit according to the manufacturer’s protocol. RNA was isolated using the Qiagen RNAeasy 26 

Mini kits, followed by cDNA synthesis using 1 μg of RNA and random hexamer primers 27 

(First Strand cDNA Synthesis Kit, Thermo Scientific). Samples were genotyped for rs225014 28 

using restriction fragment length polymorphism analysis with RsaI (Forward primer (F): 5’-29 

AGTGGCAATGTGTTTAATGTGA-3’, Reverse primer (R): 5’-30 

CACACACGTTCAAAGGCTACC-3’).) DNA fragment length of wild type alleles were 31 

called after gel electrophoresis and were 121, 30 and 389 base pairs. The risk allele C affects 32 

the first cut site resulting in two fragments consisting of 151 and 389 base pairs. All primers 33 

were ordered at Invitrogen. 34 

 35 

Electrophoretic mobility shift assay 36 

For Electrophoretic Mobility Shift Assays (EMSAs) synthetic oligonucleotides containing the 37 

putative CTCF binding site were 5’-end labeled by γ-
32

P-ATP and subsequently purified by 38 

gel filtration on Sephadex G-25 Medium columns. The CTCF-11 zinc finger (11ZF) DNA 39 

binding domain, full-length CTCF using pIVEX1.4 WG CTCF-11ZF and CTCF-FL 40 

constructs were synthesized with the RTS 100 Wheat Germ CECF kit (5 PRIME). For 41 

binding reactions, we used buffer containing standard PBS with 5 mM MgCl2, 0.1 mM 42 

ZnSO4, 1 mM DTT, 0.05% NP40, 50 ng/μl poly(dI-dC) and 10% glycerol. The reaction 43 

mixtures were incubated for 30 min at RT and analyzed by 5% native PAGE in 0.5x Tris-44 

borate-EDTA buffer. Table S5 contains the sequences of the used probes. Expression of 45 

DIO2 was assessed using TaqMan probe Hs00988260_m1 (Applied Biosystems), normalized 46 

for GAPDH expression (real-time PCR, F: 5’-TGCCATGTAGACCCCTTGAAG-3’, R: 5’-47 

ATGGTACATGACAAGGTGCGG-3’) and subsequently log transformed for downstream 48 

analysis. 49 

 50 



 3 

Quantification of methylation 51 

Using the ZymoResearch EZ DNA Methylation kit isolated genomic DNA was treated with 52 

sodium bisulphite (BS), thereby reducing unmethylated cytosine residues to uracil, while 53 

methylated cytosines remain unchanged. The methylated fraction of CpG dinucleotides was 54 

assessed with MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry (Epityper, Sequenom), a commonly applied 55 

to quantify CpG methylation. Samples were randomly distributed on PCR plates prior to BS 56 

treatment and PCR amplification. PCR amplification and MALDI-TOF measurements were 57 

performed in triplicate as technical replicates. Using MethPrimer 9 amplicons (Table S6) 58 

were designed upstream, downstream and intragenic of DIO2. Amplicons were designed to 59 

cover conserved transcription factor binding sites (TFBS) according to Human Genome 60 

Assembly, build 19. To avoid interference of SNPs in the MALDI-TOF measurements we 61 

avoided SNPs in the amplified regions using dbSNP137. Methylation of several CpG 62 

dinucleotides was measured redundantly by separate amplicons, measurements of CpG 63 

dinucleotides with the most successful observations per amplicon were used for downstream 64 

analyses. Finally, the 9 amplicons constituted 4 independent regions covering 23 unique CpG 65 

dinucleotides. 66 

 67 

AZA treated cell cultures 68 

Primary articular chondrocytes were isolated from cartilage derived from three OA patients 69 

who underwent total joint arthroplasty of the hip (RAAK study). Cartilage tissue was 70 

incubated overnight in DMEM (high glucose; Gibco, Bleiswijk, The Netherlands) 71 

supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS; Gibco), antibiotics (100 U/ml penicillin, 72 

100 μg/ml streptomycin; Gibco) and 2 mg/ml collagenase Type I at 37 ºC in a humidified 5% 73 

CO2 / 95% atmosphere. Subsequently, primary chondrocytes were resuspended and filtered 74 

through a 100 μm mesh to remove undigested cartilage fragments and extracellular matrix 75 
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debris. Cells were expanded at 37 °C in a humidified 5% CO2 / 95% atmosphere in DMEM 76 

supplemented with 10% FBS, penicillin (100 units/mL), streptomycin (100 units/mL) and 0.5 77 

ng/ml FGF-2 (PeproTech, Heerhugowaard, The Netherlands) for 2 passages. 24 Hours into 78 

the second passage 1.5 μM of the demethylating agent 5-aza-2 –deoxycytidine (AZA) (Sigma 79 

Aldrich; Zwijndrecht, The Netherlands) was added. Cells were harvested for DNA and RNA 80 

isolations after being grown to confluence, obtained after three more days. 81 

 82 

Analysis of methylation data 83 

Methylation of CpG dinucleotides with fewer than two out of three triplicate measurements 84 

or with a SD > 0.1 were discarded prior to analysis. CpG site-containing fragments that had 85 

equal or overlapping mass, making them irresolvable by mass spectrometry, and CpG sites 86 

containing fragments whose measurement was confounded by SNPs were removed prior to 87 

analysis[1]. Samples with bisulphite conversion rates < 98% were discarded.  88 

All statistical analyses were performed by fitting Generalized Linear Mixed Models 89 

(GLMMs). To account for inter-individual differences a random effect for sample donor was 90 

added to each model. Homozygous carriers (N = 3) of the rs225014 “C” risk allele were 91 

pooled with heterozygous carriers (N = 27). Analyses were carried out using the R 92 

programming language with the lme4 (GLMMs) package.[2] To assess the relation between 93 

the cartilage phenotype and methylation of separate features, we fitted the following model: 94 

Methylationi ~ (1|Donor) + Phenotype. To identify functional CpG dinucleotides, we fitted 95 

the following model: DIO2 Expression ~ (1|) Donor + Methylationi. Where, in both models, 96 

Methylationi represents the methylated fraction of the i-th CpG feature. To explore other 97 

possible significant covariates, we fitted the following model: DIO2 Expression ~ (1|Donor) 98 

+ Joint site + rs225014 alleles + MethylationCpG-2031. Finally, p-values were adjusted for 99 
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multiple testing using Bonferroni correction. Analyses of differences in methylation and 100 

expression in chondrocyte cultures after AZA treatment were done by paired-student T-tests. 101 

 102 

Cell culture and in vitro chondrogenic differentiation 103 

HEK 293T cells were grown in DMEM (Gibco; high glucose) supplemented with 10% fetal 104 

calf serum (FBS; Gibco, Bleiswijk, The Netherlands) and antibiotics (100 U/ml penicillin, 105 

100 μg/ml streptomycin; Gibco) at 37ºC in a humidified 5% CO2 / 95% atmosphere.  106 

Human bone marrow derived mesenchymal stem cells (hBMSCs) were isolated from hip 107 

joints of 5 OA patients who underwent total hip arthroplasty as result of end stage OA as part 108 

of the RAAK study at the Leiden University Medical Centre (LUMC). Cells were expanded 109 

at 37ºC in a humidified 10% CO2 / 90% atmosphere in DMEM (high glucose) supplemented 110 

with 10% FBS, antibiotics, and 0.5 ng/ml FGF-2 (PeproTech, Heerhugowaard, The 111 

Netherlands) for 5 passages. Subsequently, 3D pellets were formed using centrifugal forces 112 

(1200 rpm; 5 min) on 2.5 x 10
5
 cells in 15 ml polypropylene conical tubes. Chondrogenesis 113 

was initiated in 1 ml serum-free chondrogenic differentiation medium (DMEM, 114 

supplemented with Ascorbic acid (50 μg/ml; Sigma-Aldrich; Zwijndrecht, The Netherlands), 115 

L-Proline (40 μg/ml; Sigma-Aldrich), Sodium Puryvate (100 μg/ml; Sigma-Aldrich), 116 

Dexamethasone (0.1 μM; Sigma-Aldrich), ITS+, antibiotics, and TGF-β1 (10 ng/ml; 117 

PeproTech)). Medium was changed every 3-4 days. From day 14 onwards cell pellets were 118 

maintained either in the standard chondrogenic differentiation medium or in the presence of 119 

T3 (10 nM) or IOP (10 μM). Pellets were collected for immunohistochemistry and RNA 120 

isolation at the time points indicated for up to 49 days total. Literature search on the use of T3 121 

in mammalian cell-models showed that in a wide variety of cell-lines and phenotypes, a wide 122 

range of concentrations is used (10 nM[3], 100 nM[4] and 1uM[5]).  To induce OA-123 

symptoms in chondrogenesis models we tested two concentrations, namely 10 and 100 nM. 124 
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Using 10 nM T3 was shown sufficient in our model system to induce an OA phenotype 125 

comparable to over expressing DIO2 (Data not shown). 126 

 127 

Lentiviral constructs and transduction 128 

C-terminal FLAG-tagged cys-D2 (kindly provided by Prof. Dr. Bianco) was digested with 129 

EcoR1 followed by Klenow-treatment and digestion with Xba1. Inserts were inserted into the 130 

EcoRV-XbaI sites of the pLV-CMV-IRES-eGFP Lentiviral backbone (kindly provided by 131 

Prof. Dr. R. Hoeben; Dept of Molecular Cell Biology; LUMC). Lentiviral production was 132 

performed in HEK 293T cells as described previously.[6] In short, for lentiviral transduction, 133 

hBMSCs (6 x 10
5
 cells) were seeded onto 20 cm plates. After one day in culture 134 

(approximately 80% confluence), cells were incubated for 16 hr with the corresponding 135 

Lentiviruses at a multiplicity of infection (MOI) of 1 in the presence of 15 μg/ml Polybrene 136 

(Sigma-Aldrich) before the medium was replaced to regular growth medium. 137 

 138 

Histochemistry and immunohistochemistry: 139 

hBMSC pellets were fixed in 4% formaldehyde upon harvesting and embedded in paraffin. 140 

Sections were stained for GAGs with Alcian blue and counterstained with nuclear fast red 141 

(Sigma-Aldrich). 142 

For immunohistochemistry, paraffin sections were deparaffinized and rehydrated. 143 

Endogenous peroxidase was blocked with MeOH / 0.3% H2O2, and antigen retrieval was 144 

performed by incubation with proteinase K (5μl/ml; Sigma-Aldrich) for 10 minutes at 37ºC 145 

and subsequently with Hyaluronidase (5mg/ml; Sigma-Aldrich) for 30 minutes at 37ºC. 146 

Sections were blocked for 30 minutes at room temperature in TBST (2.5mM Tris-HCl pH 147 

7.6, 7.5mM NaCl, 0.1% Tween-20) with 5% normal goat serum (R&D Systems, Abingdon, 148 

Great Britain). Incubation with the primary antibodies was performed overnight at 4°C with 149 
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commercially available antibodies for collagen type 2 (COL2; MAB1330 Millipore; 150 

Amsterdam, The Netherlands; 1:100 in TBST / 10% NGS) and collagen type 10 (COL10; 151 

Clone X53, Quartett; Berlin, Germany; 1:100 in TBST/10% NGS). The next day, 152 

Powervision (Immunologic; Duiven, The Netherlands) was applied and visualization was 153 

carried out in a 3-diaminobenzidine (DAB)-solution (Sigma-Aldrich) for 1 and 10 minutes 154 

for COL2 and COL10 respectively. The sections were then counterstained with 155 

haematoxylin. 156 

 157 

Relative pixel intensity 158 

The relative pixel intensity was computed by loading the photos into ImageJ (v.1.47).[7],[8] 159 

Automated thresholding (IsoData) was used to separate the glycosaminoglycans staining and 160 

the background (vacuoles and surroundings), after using the concept of rolling ball algorithm 161 

to correct for uneven illumination (Fig. S5, panel A-C). The regions depicted as 162 

glycosaminoglycans by the automated thresholding were semi-automatically filled by using 163 

the 4-connected background elements (Fig. S5, panel D). The glycosaminoglycans-staining 164 

was separated from the background (Fig. S5, panel E) by splitting the image into separate 165 

channels and only using the red channel. Every pixel of the image was then weighed for color 166 

intensity (0 – 255) and the sum of al intensity was averaged by the number of pixels, giving 167 

the average pixel intensity per condition. 168 

 169 

Surface area meusurements 170 

Surface area measurements were performed using the standard CellSens (Build 9164; 171 

version1.5) software from Olympus. Within this microscope software, we used the option to 172 

manually draw a border and let the software calculate the surface area within this border. 173 

Measurements are derived from 3 individual pellets per condition, per time point, per donor. 174 
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 175 

RNA isolation 176 

RNA isolation from the pellets was performed by pooling two pellets for every given 177 

condition. The isolation of RNA was performed as described previously.[9] RNA quantity 178 

was assessed using a nanodrop spectrophotometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc., 179 

Wilmington, USA). 180 

 181 

Real time quantitative reverse transcription PCR 182 

RNA was processed with the First Strand cDNA Synthesis Kit according to the 183 

manufacturer’s protocol (Roche Applied Science, Almere, The Netherlands). cDNA pre-184 

amplification was performed with a DNA Engine Tetrad
®
 2 Peltier Thermal Cycler (Bio-Rad) 185 

for 5 cycles under standard PCR conditions and using the multiplexed primers (Table S8). 186 

Primer efficiencies were verified in advance, by performing a concentration curve 187 

experiment. Only primers showing a perfect correlation between Ct-value and concentration 188 

and with a single peak in the melting-curve calculation (Lightcycler480 SW 1.5 software) 189 

were used. The housekeeping gene GAPDH was used as a single reference gene for 190 

qPCR.[10, 11] A custom sample-mix was made using the EvaGreen
®
 dye (Biotium, 191 

Amsterdam, The Netherlands), ROX reference dye (Life technologies), and FastStart Taq 192 

polymerase (Roche Applied Science). Subsequently, qPCR was performed using the custom-193 

designed primers (Table S8) in triplicate with the using Biomark
TM

 96.96 Dynamic Arrays 194 

(Fluidigm). Additional RT-qPCR measurements were performed on the Roche Lightcycler 195 

480 II, using FastStart SYBR Green Master reaction mix according to the manufacturer’s 196 

protocol (Roche Applied Science). 197 

 198 

Gene expression and pixel intensity analyses 199 
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Relative gene expressions were corrected for GAPDH by using the 2
-ΔΔCt

 method, in which 200 

Ct indicates cycle threshold, the fractional cycle number where the fluorescent signal reaches 201 

detection threshold. All values were calculated relative to the first timepoint measured in the 202 

assay. For the hBMSC pellet-model, time point t = 7 days of treatment of the control was 203 

taken as reference point for expression analysis. 204 

The paired-student T-test was used to calculate the significance of changes in expression. The 205 

same method was used to calculate significance of the changes in size of the pellets over 206 

time. To calculate the significance of differences in pixel intensities relative to the control 207 

conditions, the Wilcoxon–Mann–Whitney test was performed. All nominal P-values < 0.05 208 

were considered statistically significant. 209 
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SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION 

 

Supplemental Figure Legends: 

Figure S1. 

TF binding evidence at the rs225014 locus. USCS browser hg19 screenshot. Darker bars 

indicate stronger evidence for binding. CTCF shows a black bar, while the other TFs show 

less strong evidence indicated as grey bars. 

 

Figure S2.  

The rs225014 risk allele does not influence local CTCF binding. Electromobility shift 

assays (EMSAs) using full-length CTCF (CTCF-FL) and a truncated protein, containing just 

the 11 Zinc Finger binding domain (CTCF-11ZF). We have used three different probes 

containing the rs225014 common allele (T, Fig. 1, lane 1-2), the minor allele (C, Fig. 1, lane 

3-4) and a non-existent allele (G, Fig. 1, lane 5-6). The latter is in highest agreement with the 

consensus CTCF-binding sequence. As a positive control, a known CTCF site 90 base pairs 

upstream of rs225014 was used (ENCODE project[1]) (DIO2-CTCF2; Fig. 1, lane 7-8). 

Lanes 1, 3, 5 and 7 depict the truncated CTCF protein, containing just the CTCF DNA 

binding domain whereas lanes 2, 4, 6 and 8 depict the full length CTCF protein. For lane 1 to 

6 no band shifts were observed, indicating that CTCF does not bind the putative CTCF 

binding site located at the rs225014 SNP. However, we were able to confirm the putative 

CTCF binding site upstream of rs225014, as for both proteins a band shift was observed (lane 

7-8). 

 

Figure S3.  
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DIO2 overexpression in hBMSCs, proven by co-transduced eGFP expression. (A) GFP 

expression seen in cells cultured on culture dishes (B) Normal light microscopy picture of a 

hBMSC pellet after 3 weeks of culturing. (C) Fluorescence picture of a non-transduced 

hBMSC pellet after 3 weeks of culturing. (D) Fluorescence picture of an hBMSC pellet 

transduced with the control vector containing only the sequence for eGFP after 3 weeks of 

culturing. (E) Fluorescence picture of a hBMSC pellet transduced with the DIO2 

overexpressing vector containing both the sequence for eGFP and DIO2. (B, C, D,and E) 

Scale bar, 200 μm. 

 

Figure S4.  

The effect of excess T3 and IOP in a human BMSC in vitro chondrogenesis model. (A-

G) Alcian Blue staining of sections comparing control (top), thyroid treated (middle) and IOP 

treated (bottem) chondrogenic hBMSC pellets of (A-B) donor 54, (C-D) donor 55, (E-F) 

donor 56, and (G-H) donor 57. (A, C, E, and G) Scale bar, 400 μm. (B, D, F, and H) Scale 

bar, 100 μm. 

 

Figure S5.  

Calculating the relative pixel intensity; an automated histology quantification method. 

(A) Original image algorithm. (B) IsoData thresholding without rolling ball algorithm. (C) 

IsoData thresholding after roling ball algorithm. (D) masking-area after separation (E) 

Glycosaminoglycan histology separated from the background (A-E) Scale bar, 400 μm. 
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Supplemental Figures: 

Figure S1. 
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Figure S2 
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Figure S3.  
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Figure S4.  
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Figure S5.  
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Supplementary Table Legends: 

 

Table S1.  

Characteristics of samples used in methylation and expression assessment. (
a
) Genotype for 

the rs225014 SNP 

 

 

Table S2 

Overview of quantified CpG dinucleotides across the DIO2 locus, as depicted in Figure 2. (
a
) 

Location of the respective CpG dinucleotides in relation to the DIO2 TSS. (
b
) Difference in 

methylation between preserved and matched OA affected samples. (
c
) Crude P-value of differential 

methylation. (
d
) Bonferroni adjusted P-value of differential methylation. (

e
) Number of samples 

used in the analyses for quantification of methylation (
f
) β-estimate of the methylation variable in 

the regression analysis with DIO2 expression as outcome. (
g
) Crude P-value of the methylation 

variable in the regression analysis. (
h
) Bonferroni adjusted P-value of the methylation variable in 

the regression analysis. (
i
) Number of samples used in the regression analysis. 

 

Table S3  

Multivariate analysis the individual effects. Effects of CpG -2031 methylation, joint site (hip or 

knee) and rs225014 alleles on DIO2 expression in articular cartilage 

 

Table S4  

Characteristics of hBMSC donors of the RAAK study. (
a
) Genotype for the rs225014 SNP. 

 

Table S5  
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Used EMSA probes. The CTCF consensus motif is underlined and the nucleotide changes between the 

probes are indicated in bold. 

 

Table S6  

Sequenom amplicons primer sequences. 

 

Table S7  

ChIP primer sequences. 

 

Table S8  

Real time quantitative PCR primers. 
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 Supplemental Tables: 

 
Table S1 
 

Donor Gender Age Joint rs225014
a 

1 Female 78 Hip TC 

2 Female 79 Hip TT 

3 Male 67 Hip TT 

4 Male 69 Knee TC 

5 Female 77 Hip TC 

6 Female 74 Hip TT 

7 Male 72 Hip TC 

8 Female 75 Hip TT 

9 Male 54 Knee TT 

10 Male 64 Knee TC 

11 Female 65 Knee TT 

12 Female 68 Hip TT 

13 Male 61 Hip TC 

14 Female 75 Hip TT 

15 Male 61 Knee TT 

16 Female 80 Hip TT 

17 Female 78 Knee TT 

18 Male 44 Hip TC 

19 Female 79 Hip TC 

20 NA NA Knee CC 

21 NA NA Hip TC 

22 NA NA Hip TC 

23 Male 63 Hip TC 

24 Female 69 Hip TC 

25 Female 46 Knee TT 

26 Female 68 Knee TT 

27 NA 69 Knee TT 

28 Male 64 Hip TC 

29 Female 58 Knee TC 

30 Female 57 Knee TC 

31 Female 62 Hip TC 

32 Female 67 Knee TC 

33 Male 68 Hip TC 

34 Male 67 Hip TC 
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35 Female 53 Hip TT 

36 Male 82 Knee TT 

37 Female 70 Knee TC 

38 NA NA Knee TT 

39 Female 60 Knee TT 

40 NA NA Knee TC 

41 Male 69 Knee TT 

42 Male 77 Hip TC 

43 Female 66 Knee TT 

44 NA NA Knee TC 

45 Female 80 Knee CC 

46 Female 80 Knee TT 

47 NA NA Knee CC 

48 NA NA Knee TC 

49 Male 69 Knee TT 

50 Male NA Knee TC 

51 Female 62 Knee TC 

52 Male NA Knee TC 
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 Table S2  

    Differential methylation 

Preserved versus OA cartilage 

 Correlation between methylation and 

DIO2 expression 

Location
a
 Mean 

Preserved 

Mean 

OA 

 Beta
b
 P-value

c
 Adjusted 

P-value
d
 

N
e
  Beta

f
 P-value

g
 Adjusted 

P-value
h
 

N
i
 

CpG +15180 0.377 0.391  0.015 0.12293 1 102  -0.581 0.57794 1 85 

CpG +15148 0.897 0.902  0.005 0.42454 1 103  -1.960 0.23275 1 86 

CpG +15015 0.846 0.842  -0.004 0.39223 1 103  -3.284 0.10764 1 86 

CpG +8802 0.678 0.681  0.001 0.92605 1 76  -2.745 0.04668 1 64 

CpG +8771 0.852 0.846  -0.007 0.03448 0.793 98  -0.303 0.90671 1 82 

CpG +8758 0.906 0.903  -0.003 0.36266 1 101  -1.245 0.69968 1 84 

CpG +8742 0.944 0.942  -0.002 0.42346 1 99  -0.126 0.97346 1 82 

CpG +8731 0.972 0.974  0.001 0.58860 1 103  -8.680 0.12942 1 86 

CpG +8635 0.716 0.724  0.009 0.12923 1 102  0.422 0.80058 1 85 

CpG +8547 0.872 0.866  -0.005 0.13632 1 97  2.832 0.35395 1 80 

CpG +8527 0.758 0.779  0.017 0.01689 0.389 100  -0.904 0.49324 1 83 

CpG +8481 0.167 0.182  0.015 0.00913 0.210 103  -0.201 0.91184 1 86 

CpG -219 0.011 0.012  0.000 0.92106 1 94  7.420 0.19666 1 79 

CpG -322 0.024 0.026  0.002 0.60637 1 98  -2.373 0.59233 1 83 

CpG -473 0.015 0.016  0.001 0.15828 1 102  -7.684 0.64305 1 85 

CpG -571 0.031 0.032  0.002 0.28463 1 97  2.355 0.77655 1 80 

CpG -642 0.013 0.015  0.003 0.08636 1 98  5.473 0.41953 1 81 

CpG -1754 0.874 0.908  0.032 0.00449 0.103 63  1.089 0.42829 1 54 

CpG -1761 0.947 0.935  -0.012 0.00011 0.002 ** 98  -2.094 0.48780 1 82 

CpG -1838 0.763 0.732  -0.031 0.00129 0.030 * 102  -2.468 0.01598 0.368 86 

CpG -1942 0.940 0.934  -0.006 0.02555 0.588 103  -1.530 0.67832 1 86 

CpG -2009 0.950 0.942  -0.008 0.01004 0.231 103  -2.142 0.54294 1 86 

CpG -2031 0.153 0.182  0.028 0.00005 0.001 ** 103  4.959 0.00010 0.002 ** 87 
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Table S3 

 

 Beta Standard Error Statistic P-value 

Intercept -0.905    0.808 -1.120 0.262 

CpG -2031 4.008 1.708 2.347 0.019 

Joint -0.247 0.168 -1.471 0.141 

rs225014 0.557 0.154 3.629 0.0003 

Gender 0.202 0.146 1.385 0.166 

BMI -0.017 0.013 -1.260 0.208 

Age -0.007 0.007 -0.987 0.323 
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Table S4 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Donor Sex Age rs225014
a
 

53 female 66 TC 

54 female 72 TT 

55 female 81 CC 

56 female 59 TC 

57 male 80 TC 
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Table S5 

Probe/Primer Sequence 

EMSA DIO2-CTCF1-T F TGGGTACCATTGCCACTGTTGTCACCTCCTTCTGTACTGGAGACATGCACCACACT 

EMSA DIO2-CTCF1-T R AGTGTGGTGCATGTCTCCAGTACAGAAGGAGGTGACAACAGTGGCAATGGTACCCA 

EMSA DIO2-CTCF1-C F TGGGTACCATTGCCACTGTTGTCACCTCCTTCTGCACTGGAGACATGCACCACACT 

EMSA DIO2-CTCF1-C R AGTGTGGTGCATGTCTCCAGTGCAGAAGGAGGTGACAACAGTGGCAATGGTACCCA 

EMSA DIO2-CTCF1-G F TGGGTACCATTGCCACTGTTGTCACCTCCTTCTGGACTGGAGACATGCACCACACT 

EMSA DIO2-CTCF1-G R AGTGTGGTGCATGTCTCCAGTCCAGAAGGAGGTGACAACAGTGGCAATGGTACCCA 

EMSA DIO2-CTCF2 F GTCAAGTGGCTGAGCCAAAGTTGACCACTAGTGGGCGCTCAGGGCTGGCAAAGTCAAGA 

EMSA DIO2-CTCF2 R TCTTGACTTTGCCAGCCCTGAGCGCCCACTAGTGGTCAACTTTGGCTCAGCCACTTGAC 
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Table S6 

Probe/Primer Sequence (5’-3’) 

Amplicon 1 F GAAAGTTTTTTGTTGTGTGTTAGAA 

Amplicon 1 R CTCCCTTCTTAAATAAATTATTACCATTAT 

Amplicon 2 F GAAAGTTTTTTGTTGTGTGTTAGAA 

Amplicon 2 R AAAACATCACTTCATACCATAATTTAAATA 

Amplicon 3 F GATTAGGTTATGAGGGTTTTTTTT 

Amplicon 3 R AACAATAAAAATTTATTTAATTCACATTTC 

Amplicon 4 F TTAAGTAGTAGGTGTAAGTTTGTGGTTAG 

Amplicon 4 R ACCCTATTCATTCATTCATTCAAAAC 

Amplicon 5 F TTTTTATGTGGTTAAAATTTTTATGATTAT 

Amplicon 5 R ACCCTATTCATTCATTCATTCAAAAC 

Amplicon 6 F TAAAGTTTGGAAGTATTTTTTGAAG 

Amplicon 6 R TTCTTTCTTAAATTACCAAAATTTTT 

Amplicon 7 F GTTTGTGGTGTAAAGTGTTTTTTTT 

Amplicon 7 R TTTTACTTTTCTATTCACTACAATCCTAAC 

Amplicon 8 F ATAGATAGATAGTAAGAAGGGAAAGATAGA 

Amplicon 8 R AATCCAATTACCTCTATCAAAATCC 

Amplicon 9 F GTTGTAGGAGAAGGGGTTTTTTT 

Amplicon 9 R CACCTTCTTAACTTTACCAACCCTA 
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Table S8 

GAPDH Forward 5'-TGCCATGTAGACCCCTTGAAG-3' 

 Reverse 5'-ATGGTACATGACAAGGTGCGG-3' 

ACAN Forward 5'-AGAGACTCACACAGTCGAAACAGC-3' 

 Reverse 5'-CTATGTTACAGTGCTCGCCAGTG-3' 

COL2A1 Forward 5'-CTACCCCAATCCAGCAAACGT-3' 

 Reverse 5'-AGGTGATGTTCTGGGAGCCTT-3' 

COL10A1 Forward 5'-GGCAACAGCATTATGACCCA-3' 

 Reverse 5'-TGAGATCGATGATGGCACTCC-3' 

ADAMTS5 Forward 5'-GTGGTGAAGGTGGTGGTGCT-3' 

 Reverse 5'-CTCATGGTCATCTCCCAGCTG-3' 

MMP13 Forward 5'-TTGAGCTGGACTCATTGTCG-3' 

 Reverse 5'-GGAGCCTCTCAGTCATGGAG-3' 

ALPL Forward 5'-CAAAGGCTTCTTCTTGCTGGTG-3' 

 Reverse 5'-CCTGCTTGGCTTTTCCTTCA-3' 

RUNX2 Forward 5'-CTGTGGTTACTGTCATGGCG-3' 

 Reverse 5'-AGGTAGCTACTTGGGGAGGA-3' 

EPAS1 Forward 5'-ACAGGTGGAGCTAACAGGAC-3' 

 Reverse 5'-CCGTGCACTTCATCCTCATG-3' 

DIO2 Forward 5'-TTCCAGTGTGGTGCATGTCTC-3' 

 Reverse 5'-AGTCAAGAAGGTGGCATGTGG-3' 

COL1A1 Forward 5'-GTGCTAAAGGTGCCAATGGT-3' 

  Reverse 5'-ACCAGGTTCACCGCTGTTAC-3' 
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